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THINKING THOUGHTS - WHAT A MISMATCH! Most of us are facing similar traumas (due to Copying/Pressure/Unawareness etc....)

They all are in big trouble just because they have forgotten their natural instinct. they all (i.e. we all) can definitely touch the sky (even can go beyond) only when they acknowledge & work as per their inborn potential.

WHO WE ARE:
We are a group of expert professionals engaged in doing better in society by letting individuals know their INBORN POTENTIAL through A SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY known as Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Test.

CONGRATULATIONS!!!
You are in a very few people (in today's scenario) who got the opportunity to know about this WONDERFUL SCIENTIFIC METHOD. This gives you an added opportunity to help your CHILDREN / STUDENTS / EMPLOYEES / ACQUAINTANCES to know their INBORN POTENTIAL through this MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE test.

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE:
FINGER TIPS SCIENCE is purely a SCIENCE in which we SCIENTIFICALLY study the scanned version of all finger tips. Almost all human beings have naturally been rewarded with 8 multiple intelligences in varying range. (Theory by world renowned HARVARD UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR DR HOWARD GARDNER, in 1983).
WHY FINGER TIPS STUDY:
Simply because of following Reasons:
- The FINGER TIPS and SUBCONSCIOUS MIND develop simultaneously
- They are deeply inter-connected
- FINGER PRINTS never change in life
- FINGER PRINTS are widely used by many authorised agencies like AADHAR CARDS, FBI, CBI, RAW, POLICE & MANY MORE.

BENEFITS OF FINGER TIPS STUDY:

KNOW INDIVIDUAL'S

- Personality
- Behaviour
- Learning Styles
- % of Multiple Intelligences
- Area of Strength/Expertise

HELPING HANDS

- In Subject Selection
- In Career Selection

A BETTER

- Parent-Child relationship
- Teacher-Student relationship

TRANSFORM

- Turn an individual into a VERY SUCCESSFUL HUMAN BEING Which is our ultimate Moto "TOUCH YOUR SKY"

FINGER TIPS SCIENCE PROCESS :
- Scan individual's finger tips
- Compiling & Making of Report
- Analysing the Report
- Counselling the Report with Parents/Teachers/Guardians

IQ

Ability to reason and think
Predictor of academic performance
Ability to apply logic, language & grammar
High IQ doesn't mean more intelligence and vice versa

EQ

Ability to handle tough situations
Pain taking capacity
Tough mindset
Nerve give up attitude
Situation fighter
High energy level

CQ

Ability to understand music and art
Predictor of your creativity
Painting & Dance abilities
Out of the box thinking
Doing something different (better and new)
**OUR VISION:**
Let every individual

**TOUCH THE SKY**
in the area of expertise with

**INBORN POTENTIAL.**

**OUR MISSION:**
Let every individual know one's multiple intelligences through scientific study of **FINGER TIPS** and enhance area of expertise.

---

**SOME HARDCORE FACTS, VERY HARD TO ACCEPT & DIGEST:**

- Even in today's all round progressive world, most of the parents want their children to become only DOCTORS, ENGINEERS OR IAS...
- Most of the students suffer from PARENTS' PRESSURE, PEER PRESSURE, SOCIAL PRESSURE...
- Parents see their own success (Which they could not achieve) through their children's eyes.
- Parents actually dump their own failure to their children making them also unsuccessful.
- **12000+ (increasing year-by-year)** Students prefer to **SUICIDE** every year

**FINGER TIPS SCIENCE Vs PALMISTRY**

Please be informed that it is not at all Palmistry but purely a scientific process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FINGER TIPS SCIENCE</strong></th>
<th><strong>PALMISTRY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Works only on FINGER TIPS' print</td>
<td>Works on WHOLE HANDS' PRINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINGER TIPS PRINT never changes in life. Remain static always.</td>
<td>In a long-time-frame hand's print have been seen changing. These are slightly variable in nature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It does not tell about fortune, rather it talks about how to make a successful fortune.</td>
<td>It talks about future events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is scientifically used by many authorised agencies like FORENSIC LABS, FBI, CBI, RAW, POLICE, AADHAR CARDS &amp; Others</td>
<td>Nowhere used scientifically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is pure modern SCIENTIFIC APPROACH</td>
<td>Almost old process, need developments &amp; improvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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